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I. MOTIVATION 

Recently, the growth of the information communication 
technology based on internet have evolved as important means in 
various fields such as finance, tele-communication, and electronic 
customer. However this growth bring up new threats. Specially, 
malware distribution that exploits a vulnerability in the website 
known at the Drive-by download attack that is a classification to one 
of very critical threats as over [1]. In Drive-by download attack, 
attackers compromise legitimate websites with web attack methods 
such as SQL Injection and make them malicious websites. They 
manipulate the websites to covertly redirect visitors to malware 
distribution networks by adding related JavaScript or HTML tags. 
To maintain the stealthiest of the attack, attackers use hidden frame 
(or iframe) and compromised advertisement banner or 3rd party 
widget [2].  In the attack, once the victim visits a compromised 
malicious website (landing page), he or she is automatically 
redirected to a malware distribution page via some hopping pages. 
In this case, we defined landing pages, hopping pages and malware 
distribution pages as malicious websites. Various methods to 
detection of malicious website have been proposed. First, static 
analysis approach is the method to analyze the contents or metadata 
which is widely used for distributing malware such as JavaScript 
functions, character strings, URL of web pages, IP address and 
location of hosting server [2-4]. Second, dynamic analysis approach 
is the method to basically utilize the virtual machine environment 
or web browser emulator [4-5]. In dynamic analysis, they visit 
websites and check whether any malicious changes occur in the 
system. However, both detection methods have some limitations. 
Static analysis approach is more faster then dynamic analysis, but 
they cannot precisely analyze obfuscated contents. In dynamic 
analysis, malwares can detect and evade analysis environment. The 
reason of limitations is both detection methods are to analyze the 
website already changed by malicious.  

In general, The Website changes are classified into 4 type [6]. 

 Structural Changes: It occurs when some HTML tags have 
been added or deleted in the web pages.  

 Content Changes: It occurs when the content or information of 
the web page such as Metadata, Flow, Heading, etc. has been 

added, deleted or updated. 

 Presentation Changes: It occurs when the design or 

appearances of the web page have been changed but the content 
or the information have not been changed.  

 Behavioral Changes: It occurs when the active components 
such as applets, scripts, etc. have been changed 

It is closely related to the Structural Changes and Behavioral 
Changes that the legitimate website was changed to the malicious 
website.  Because Drive-by download attackers insert (or change) 
some objects such as HTML tags, JavaScript or applet into the 
legitimate website. The common characteristic of website change 
detection methods is that they use comparison approach of two 
webpages (earlier downloaded webpage and next downloaded 
webpage for same website). And they do not analysis the context of 
webpages. In this case, the difference of various change detection 
methods is the method of signature generation to detection [7]. Thus, 
by the common characteristic of website change detection methods 
is facilitate identify whether change even if the attackers using 
attack code in a new way. However, suggested website change 
detection techniques regard dynamic object as one of tags included 
website such as JavaScript, applet, thus they cannot detect change 
of the sub-website that have automatically redirected from current 
website like the case of the Drive-by download attack.  

In this paper, we suggest new approach that combines the 
advantages of dynamic analysis and website change detection for 
detection of the malicious website 

II. DESIGN OF WEB CHANGE ANALYSIS BASED APPROACH 

There are two issues for detection of malicious website. First, it 
must be able to response to the new concealment technique used by 
attackers such as obfuscation, encryption, etc. dully redirected from 
the current webpage.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Architecture of Malicious Website Analyzer. 



To solve the first issue, we approach from the surface of the 
website change detection, thus we can provide that an 
administrators are able to check unauthorized change without 
reference to any form of malicious contents that was hidden by 
attackers. To solve the second issue, we are keep track of the links 
that are automatically connected using the emulator such as DOM 
emulator, script emulator. 

We have designed the basic approach for possible to solve the 
two issue. The architecture of new approach based on web change 
analysis and used dynamic analysis and that include three modules 
such as crawler, DOM emulator, DOM tree analyzer. The 
architecture is shown in Fig.1. Detection procedure of malicious 
website are as follows: 

Step1. The crawler module downloads the contents that is external linked 
website extracted from monitoring target website or stored in the database by 
DOM emulator. 

Step2. The DOM emulator creates a DOM tree from downloaded website and 
extracts links that automatically connected to other website such as hidden 
frame (iframe), JavaScript. The DOM emulator emulates the JavaScript. If 
there exists other link in JavaScript, then extract that and updates the DOM 
tree. 

Step3. Insert the extracted links into the download scheduler 

Step4. Repeat execution from Step1 to Step3 until no longer automatically 
connected links are exist (link trace) 

Step5. The DOM tree analyzer creates the HASH tree of each node as equation 
(1) and compare the current webpage and the previously downloaded webpage.  

𝑇𝑛 =  ∐{𝑁𝑛 , 𝐷𝑛 , 𝑃𝑁𝑛 , 𝑠𝑖𝑔0𝑛 , 𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑔𝑛 , 𝑆𝑖𝑔1𝑛 , 𝑇𝑁𝑛 , 𝑇𝑁𝑛 , 𝑇𝐴𝑛, 𝑇𝐶𝑛}, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 (1) 

 N: Node number 

 D: Node depth 

 PN: Parent node number 

 Sig0: Hash of N 

 Sig1: Hash of N include leaf node 

 TN: Tag name, such as <HTML>, <Table>, etc. 

 TA: Tag attribute 

 TC: Tag contents excepting the text between Tag 

The comparison for detection of changed website is performed 
two-stage. First stage, the analyzer compare the sig1 value of two 
tree. If there exist node that value of sig1 is same, insert value “S 
(same)” into flag of the each matched node and the leaf node. Next, 
insert value “M (modify)” into flag of other nodes. Second stage, 
among the node that flag is recorded on “M”. If there exist the leaf 
node that flag is recorded on “S”, then compare Sig0 of node in same 
depth. And if there exist leaf node that value of Sig0 is same, then 
current node is not modified but some of leaf node only modified. 
Thus the analyzer modify flag value of current node as “S”. Finally, 
the nodes that flag is “M” are the changed nodes. 

The advantage of this approach is able to response to the new 
concealed method used by attackers such as obfuscation, encryption 
because this approach using only HASH value to detection and 
identification. For the same reason, this approach is not necessary 
to manage of signature update.  

III. OPEN QUESTIONS 

In this section, we describe open challenges that will need to be 
studied in detail to improve the performance of our approach.  

  The completeness of the analysis environment: Recently, 
among malicious code in malicious website, we found some 
code that applied the ability to bypass the analysis 
environment. Thus, we need some advice to make the analysis 
environment to more elaborate like as the real machine. 

 The improvement of comparison algorithm: The heart of the 
detection of website change is the analysis algorithm. Thus, 
requires ongoing study of more accurate and error-free 
analysis algorithm.  

IV. PRELIMINARY TEST AND RESULT 

We have implemented prototype using DOM emulator based on 
Spider Monkey [8]. We tested to the malicious websites that was 
applied the Structural Changes and the Behavioral Changes. Result 
of the test, we were able to confirm that the proposed approach is 
accurately identify the tracking of the link and the parts of changed 
portion. We are currently performing extensive prototype on 
various websites for more reliable verification. 

V. CONCLUSION  

In this paper, we suggested a new approach for detection of 
malicious websites. The suggested approach is combined the 
advantages of two approach. First approach is the dynamic analysis 
that used to detection of malware distribution site. Second approach 
is the website change analysis. Through a simple test, we were able 
to confirm that the suggested approach is effective in the detection 
of malicious websites. Thus, we expect that the web-administrator 
can use this approach for monitor of the security of own website. As 
an ongoing work, we are planning to study for the improvement of 
analysis algorithm and emulator performance.  
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